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unit load based on the maximum cube
utilization of a unit load.
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pallet loading.
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The problem of finding an optimal
loading layout for packing identical boxes
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onto a rectangular pallet -- the so-called
pallet loading problem (PLP) -- arises
frequently in logistics. In the PLP, the size l
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× w of the box and the size L × W of the
pallet are the two major parameters that

Abstract

determine the number of boxes that can be
loaded on the pallet.
In addition, a
satisfactory solution to the PLP must take

The problem of finding an optimal
loading layout for packing identical boxes
onto a pallet is known as the pallet loading

into consideration real-life factors such as
product characteristics, the load capacity of

problem. If the boxes are stacked on their
bottom, side, or end surface, the cube

the forklift, the operation of the pallet
loading machine, and the load stability.
Few researchers who have studied the PLP

utilization of a pallet will increase, but the
stability of unit load may drop. To quantify
the stability of unit load, this research defines

have paid sufficient attention to these other
factors.

the stability coefficient between any two
adjoined layers. According to the stability

Carpenter and Dowsland [3] proposed
three stability criteria that ensure the stability
of pallet loading patterns that maximize the

coefficient, a method with five phases that
packs boxes of the same size onto one pallet
is proposed. Incorporating certain practical

number of boxes loaded. Bischoff [1]
considered the stability objective in the

considerations, the objective of this method
is to maximize the degree of stability of a

context of the PLP and examined approaches
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for generating stable stacking patterns that
are also optimal from the viewpoint of area

surface within the best pallet loading
pattern for bottom-stacked boxes.

utilization.
By using compacting,
centering blocks and distributing gaps
procedures,
Bischoff
extended
the

However, his method is suitable only for
manual or robot operations, and not for
mass production systems using automatic

Bischoff-Dowsland algorithm [2] to generate
more stable layouts under the same criteria as

pallet loading machines.
(2) In the operation of an automatic pallet

those proposed in [3]
In both Refs. ([1] and [3] ), stability is
the secondary objective, and the primary

loading machine (Cox & Van Tassel [4] ),
the unit load is formed layer by layer, so
the height of the boxes within one layer

objective is maximum area utilization.
Once a layout pattern with maximum area

must be equal.
(3) The degree of stability between any two

utilization has been found, the stability
criteria are used to determine whether the
pattern is sufficiently stable. Unfortunately,

adjoining layers is mainly determined by
the loading pattern. If the loading patterns
are arranged properly, the unit load will

many layouts with a high level of area
utilization do not satisfy the stability criteria.

be more stable, which will increase
shipping stability, help to minimize

Therefore, a method to form a unit load that
achieves the highest level of stability is
interesting.

transportation damage, and reduce the
amount of packing material needed.
w
l

This research presents a method with
five phases that determines the number of
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boxes of dimension l × w × h that can be
loaded onto a pallet of size L × W, subject to
a loading height of H. The loaded pallet
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(unit load) is assumed to be handled by a
material handling equipment with a weight
capacity of M. The objective of the method is
to maximize the degree of stability while
achieving the maximum cube utilization of a
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unit load, under the following practical
assumptions.

Figure 1: Box of dimensions l × w × h and
pallet of size L × W × H

(1) We assume the boxes may be stacked on
their bottom, side, or end surface, as
shown in Figure 1. Steudel
[7]



proposed that the cube utilization of a
unit load could be significantly increased

In this research, a five-phase method
with adjustment procedure is proposed to

by stacking boxes on their end or side
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solve the three-dimensional pallet loading
problem. The method provides the greatest

stability of unit load. The solution method
of each phase deserves further study to

cube utilization and stability for the unit load.
The method also arranges the stacking
sequence of the unit load on the pallet.

improve the solution quality.
For simplicity, in Phase 1 we assumed
that the layout of each layer type is unique.

Potential applications of this method are
numerous, since many products can be

However, one box and pallet combination
may have many different maximal forms.

positioned and transported on their end or
side surface without incurring damage.
In the five-phase method, we assume

The greater the number of alternative layouts
that can be selected, the closer to the
optimum we can get. The complexity of the

the boxes may be stacked on their bottom,
side, or end surface. Actually, if the box

problem increases with the number of
different maximal forms.

can only be stacked on one or two surfaces,
this method also can be applied to maximize
the cube utilization and stability of the unit

In the five-phase method, the stability of
the unit load is the secondary objective, after
the major objective, cube utilization. If

load.
The degree of stability between any two

stability is the major concern instead of cube
utilization, the near-optimal solution in Phase

adjoining layers is assumed by the loading
pattern in this research. The stability of a
unit load depends not only on the loading

3 may lead to a stacking sequence with
higher stability.
In Phase 5, the heuristics of seeking the

pattern, but also on the physical
characteristics of the boxes, the mode of

best sequence can be stated in terms of graph
theory such as TSP, so we develop the

transportation, and other factors. So the
maximum stability of the unit load in the
five-phase method does not guarantee that

heuristic approaches to solve the stacking
sequence problem. Using the five-phase
heuristic approach, the diversity of loading

the unit load is absolutely stable. However,
if the characteristics of the boxes and the

patterns can be generated in Phase 1. Since
the complexity of the heuristic for phase 5 is

material handling method are the same for
two unit loads, the one which the loading
patterns are arranged properly will be more

polynomial by the number of different
loading patterns, enlarging the problem size
to treat many basic loading patterns is

stable than the other which do not use the
five-phase method. Therefore, using an

allowed. A variety of heuristics about these
problems could be applied to solve the

analytical approach to generate optimum problem of stacking sequence. A complete
discussion of the means of solving this
loading patterns is deserved.
The five-phase method is a methodology. problem is worth studying. So we transform
The approach in each phase will play a
significant role to solve the pallet loading

the stacking sequence problem in Phase 5
into the well-known Traveling Purchaser

problem with maximum cube utilization and

Problem (TPP), and use the TPP approaches
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proposed by Golden et al. [5], Singh and
Oudheusden [6] to solve the stacking
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sequence problem. Consequently, using the
existing solution procedures for the TPP to
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